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Abstract

The development of global illumination and texture generation makes it possible to produce the most realistic
images. However, it is still difficult or deficient so far to
simulate bump texture effects while the interreflectiort of light
being modeled by the present ray tracing or radioslty
methods. A method of bump texture generation, being incorporated into the process of radiosity solution, is presented in
the paper. The method is characterized by introduction of a
perturbed radiosity map, established in the context of either
progressive radiosity or standard radiosity solution. To calculate the perturbed radlosity, a concept of perturbed formfactors is proposed, and the algorithms for evaluating the
perturbed form-factors are also given. As a result, a bilinearinterpolation shading scheme for perturbed surfaces is provided~ and the texturing method is easily added to a newly
improved solution of progressive refinement radiosity for
non-diffuse environment.
C R Categories and Subject Descriptors: 1.3.3 [Computer
Graphics]:
Picture/Image Generation; Display Algorithm;
1.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimentional Graphics and
Realism.

General T e r m s :

Algorithms.

A d d i t i o n a l K e y W o r d s and Phrases: perturbed radiosity
map, perturbed form-factor, perturbed hemi-cube, bumpy texture, radiosity, interreflection, progressive refinement.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The most realistic and attractive computer generated
images are those that contain a large amount of visual complexity and detail. Ray tracing and radiosity methods are able
to produce highly realistic images by faithful simulation of
light energy exchange between surfaces. However, if an
image is rendered only by taking illumination model into
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account, it will look artificial due to the extreme smoothness
of surfaces. To overcome this shortage, the surface complexity should be increased. Comparatively, texturing is an
acceptable method that can increase the surface detail by a
relatively low cost. Generally speaking, the surface texture
mapping approaches come imo two main categories: color
mapping and bump mapping.
The conventional ray macing method simulates light
reflection and refraction for specular and transparent surfaces,
and produces direct illumination and shadow effects[23]. The
diffuse interreflection in the ray tracing is simply treated as a
constant "ambient" term, which makes images obviously
computer-generated, as the interrefiection has significant
effect on the lighting of a scene.
There have been many approaches[2][3][4][5][6][ld]
which incorporate the texture generation process directly into
reflection calculation. These approaches are suitable for
rendering pictures via standard ray tracing method. But
within the standard ray tracing methodology, the texture solution for diffuse interreflection is by no means viable due to
the inherent nature of standard ray tracing.
In 1988, Ward et al. introduced a new ray tracing method
of modeling (diffuse) interreflection[22]. By their method,
indirect illuminance is averaged over surfaces from a small
set S of computed values to avoid calculation at each pixel.
The members of the set S are determined by the split sphere
model which estimates the illuminance gradient on each surface using the illuminance coherence. But such split sphere
model only relates the illumninance gradient to the scene
geometry without considering t_he lighting distribution. To
maintain accuracy, when the orientation of a surface, such as
a wrinkled surface, changes rapidly, the computation of
indirect illuminance increases at a very high rate. Therefore,
this method is not efficient for simulating textures, in particular the bumpy texture[3], with diffuse interrflection effect.
The radiosity method, based on the principle of heat
transfer[ 19], is well suited to calculating diffuse
interreflection[12]. In 1985 and 1986, Cohen, Greenberg et al.
developed the standard radiosity method, in a diffuse envi.ronment[8][9]. Various radiosity methods were developed in the
following years for rendering pictures in a non-diffuse
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environment[20][16][17][18]. The progressive refinement
radiosity method proposed by Cohen et al. in 1988110] has
made it possible for radiosity to be employed interactively for
image synthesis in a complex environment.
A diffuse interreflectional texture algorithm based on a
reformed colour texture mapping technique was realized in
Cohen's standard radiosity approach[9]. However, no efficient
technique available so far for simulating the bump mapping
texture[3] in an interrefleetional environment within the
framework of radiosity or ray tracing methods.
In the following part of the paper, we will present a
radiosity solution for bump mapping texture rendering, based
on illuminance coherence. The technique has been realized
without significant degradation of the radiosity methods utilized. Efficiency is obtained with an introduction of so called
perturbed radiositv map and perturbed form-factor. Combined with an adapted progressive refinement radiosity
method for non-diffuse environment[7], a general rendering
method, which has a highly practical value, is established.

If the patch is not perturbed, /~" is identicat to A~,
B ( ~ , / ¢ ) can be determined just as in the standard radiosity
method.
Next, in Section 2.1, before going through the detailed
discussion of texture generation, we first review an implementation of two-pass method for non-diffuse environments
combining an adapted progressive radiosity and ray tracing
methods. It was taken to be the bed for our texture generation. A description is given in Section 2.2 on how to evaluate
the perturbed diffuse radiosity, which is followed in Section
2.3 by derivation of a method for the evaluation of perturbed
form-factors.

2.1 Progressive Refinement Radiosity for Non-diffuse
Environment
Within a diffuse environment, the radiosity of a patch, say
i, is given by:
/¢

2. Bumpy Mapping Texture by Perturbed Radiosity Map

Bi = Ei+p¢ ~BjFjiAi/Ai

<1>

j=l

The slight change of a surface normal direction will result
in variation in the intensity distribution of the reflected light.
Rased on this principle, Blinn first made a proposal for simulating wrinlded surfaces by perturbing surface normals. This
is popularly known as "bumpy mapping"[3]. He developed a
method for generating the direction and value of the normal
perturbations from a bump function F(u,v) of the surface
parameters. F(u,v) is stored as a two-directional lookup table
indexed by u and v. By moving the parameterized surface
t~(u,v) a small value F(u,v) in the direction of the surface
normal A~, new normal AT" is calculated and the bumpy surface is produced in terms o f / ~ ' .
t~y the shading scheme of radiosity method, the radiosity
at a point within a patch is calculated by billnear interpolation from the radiosities at the patch vertices, and thus the
true surface normal at the visible point has not been utilized
directly during the rendering process. Therefore, the traditional bump mapping technique is unable to be added into
radiosity solution.
We notice that within a relatively small range, the surfaces which have the same normal will have their illuminance
more or less the same. Based on this phenomenon of iUuminance coherence, we are able to design a shading scheme to
calculate the perturbed radiosity on a perturbed patch. Briefly
speaking, if the radiosity B (/~', P~) at a patch vertex P~ can
be calculated and recorded in a perturbed radiosity map for
different perturbed directions of ~ ' , then The perturbed
radiosity B(/~', P ) at any point /~ on the patch can be
derived from the traditional method of bilinear interpolation
of the radiosities B ( / ~ ' , / ~ ) at vertices.
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where Bi

is radiosity of patch i (watts/m 2 )o

Ei

is emission of patch i (watts/m 2 ),

Pi

is reflectance of patch i,

Ai

is area of patch i (rn 2 ),

Fji

is form-factor from patch j to patch i,

N

is number of discrete patches in the environment.

The equation <1> suggests that the energy on patch i is
the result of gathering those from the environment. In this
standard radiosity method, energy distribution irt the environment may be simply obtained by solving the set of simultaneous equations derived from equation <1>. However, establishment of the coefficient matrix requires caleulating and
saving form-factors between all patch pairs so that a computation and storage expense of O (N z) is required.
The method of progressive refinement radiosity has overcome the shortcoming above. The solution proceeds in a
series of refinement steps by shooting radiosities from a
shooting patch with greatest energy at each step. It is
efficient since only one hemi-cube on the shooting patch need
to be established at each iterative step, so that the time and
space trade-off is only O (N).
When the progressive refinement radiosity method[10] was
proposed in 1988, it was constrained to diffuse environment.
In 1989, an extended two-pass method for non-diffuse
environment, capable of being adapted into a progressive process, was provided by Sillion and Puech[18]. In their method,
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the extended form-factors accounting for specular reflections
are determined in terms of ray tracing.
We have designed a different two-pass method[7] into
which the texture generation is incorporated. The method and
the related derivation are briefly introduced here to give a
view of radiosity solution environment with which the texture
generation is involved.
Within a non-diffuse environment, surfaces are no longer
perfectly diffuse reflectors and emitters, therefore, all
interreflections of light between diffuse and non-diffuse surfaces should be taken into consideration. For a non-diffuse
surface, the bidirectional reflectance function is approximated
as a sum of a diffuse portion Pa and a specular portion
p, [17][20]:

p"(0o~. 0i,) = k, p, (0o,~. Oi, ) + ka Pa

where

Given k in <4>, H~ is increased by
AjK#r~ ~ A F q ~ p , j ( 0 q , 0v) HkJAFe
Ai qe~2
pep
FJk

Denote Hp = HkiAF~" , is the delta irradiation related to

ej,

pixel p . Since the non-diffuse patch j satisfies the "phonglike" bidirectional reflectance[13][17][20], the specular
reflective energy leaving patch j through herni-cube pixel q
is approximated by the weighted summation of energy which
reaches the patch j through the area P (q) on the hemi-cube (
Fig. 1 ). Therefore,

where k,, kd are specular and diffuse reflectance of the surface respectively, ks + ka -< 1.
In order to facilitate the incorporation of specular
reflectance into the process of progressive refinement radiosity in our method, the irradiation(H), a counterpart of
radiation(B), is defined and utilized. For instance, the irradiation H.ii is defined as the irradiative amount ineideent on
patch i due to the radiation from patch j . Thus, the radiosity
equation in non-d•use environments can be reformulated as

P , Q are the set of hemi-cube pixels covered
by projection of patch k, i onto the hemi-cube,
and AFp and AFq are delta form-factors related
to pixel p and q respectively.

H~ =

Aik, j n Z A F q Z p,(0q, 0p)Hp
Ai q~Q
p~p(q)

<6>

p,(0q, % ) is employed as a weighted factor and is
presented by an array of weights during implementation.
Z

q

N

Bi = Ei + k,~.p~irc~Hji
j=l

<2>

/

For a non-diffuse patch j , Hj~ consists of a diffuse term,
H~, and a specular term, H]~., reflected onto patch i via patch

(/

j, or:

Hi,

+

H/,

/

i

here
H~ = AiBiF).IA i

<3>

N

H~

=

I/

]~AjH~jF, jik, ilA i
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/ / / ,I

/

/,

,;
\

_\ /

/

\.
J

<4>

k=l

where Fkj i represents the fraction of energy shooting out
from patch k to patch j and finally landing on patch i via
specular reflection of patch j [17]:
1

t t

"O

F,:~ = -~- lF~k
l P , &a~
J

O "c°s0kc°s0~ eosOiceose~

~ o~. ,.)

~

r..Z~,

dA~dAk

Using the hemi-cube over patch j , Fkji is evaluated by
F,j, = --

(Z

F~ pep qe~

p,J

)

<5>

Fig. 1

Relationship between Outgoing and
Incoming Energy Distribution

Based on the linear equations <2><3><6>, by also equally
assigning non-diffuse patches the shooting candidacy, a twopass progressive solution for non-diffuse environments is
established, with a progressive preprocess iteratively refining
the distribution of radiosities including specular reflections,
followed by a postprocess of ray tracing for adding viewdependent effects such as highlight and mirrors.
The solution of the first pass proceeds as follows:
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Do until convergence
Select patch with greatest unshot energy as shooting
patch;
Compute form-factors from shooting patch to all other
elements by hemi-eube algorithm;
If shooting patch is non-diffuse, compute delta irradiations;
Based on form-factors and delta irradiations, add contribution of the shooting patch to radiosity of all elements and irradiation of none-diffuse elements.
Instead of directly using the specular form-factors or
extended form-factors like in methods in [16][17][18][21], in
our method, when a selected shooting patch is non-diffuse,
apart from calculating the standard form-factors by the newly
constructed hemi-cube, delta irradiations are evaluated from
the increment of irradiation which has been recorded in a
queue from previous calculations. The delta irradiations are
then utilized for calculating the specular portion of the shooting to other patches.
When the number of non-diffuse patches is relatively
small compared to the number of diffuse patches, and the
technique of subdivision[9][10] is employed, the storage cost
of irradiation queues is low.

Ai is the area of patch i and Aj is the area of
patch j;
Fq is the form-factor from patch i to patch j;
Fji is the form-factor from patch j to patch i.

where

Fig. 2

Assumptive Perturbed Patch

Define the form-factor from P-patch i" to patch j , Fij, a
function of 2~', as perturbed form-factor. Since the solid
angle d¢oji is constant, the form-factor from patch j to Ppatch i" is equal to Fjl . So

ai'Fij = A j F jl
The method above is based on hemi-cube algorithm, so it
is readily implemented in terms of hardware Z-buffer. In contrast, the method of ray tracing is now hardly implemented
by hardware, particularly when a complex reflectance function and an advanced ray tracing algorithm such as dislxibuted ray tracing are utilized. Therefore, our method, with the
hemi-cube algorithm assisted by hardware on the workstation
such as SGI IRIS 4D/20, is more efficient than the methods
like that described in [18].
2.2 Perturbed Radloslty

<8>

From <7> <8>, we have

A i'
Ai

Fij
Fij

The irradiance U)-(~') of P-patch i' from patch j i s :

Hi; = +~i
+j, F,j = H...Fi;..
A," - "~" ~q
" Fii

<9>

Similar to equation <2>, the diffuse radiosity Bi'(~') of Ppatch i' is
N

As shown in Fig. 2, the plane PL (i, ~ ' ) is through the
center Oi of the patch i and its normal vector is the perturbed normal ~ ' . Because the value of the perturbation
function F(u,v) upon the patch i is small, we can assume that
the solid angle dc0ii is not affected by the perturbation. The
Radiant flux ~ji is shooting out from patch j to patch i
within the solid angle df.oji. Tile area on the plane PL (i, ~ ' )
which is subtended by the solid angle dooji forms a new
patch i', referred to as perturbed patch i', or P-patch i'.
Note that P-patch i" and its area Ai' is affected by the perturbed normal vector ~ ' .
The form-factors between patch i and j have a reciprocity
relationship[8]:

AiFij = AjF]i
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<7>

Bi'= Ei + kipinZHjl
j=l

N
F,j.
=El + ki pix~Hji
j=l Fij

<10>

It is clear from <10> that, to obtain the perturbed radiosity
(B[) of patch i, we have to know, for each patch j , the irradiation Hjl, and the form-factors Fii, Fq. In other words, the
perturbed radiosity on one patch is gathered from all other
patches in the environment. Therefore, the task of perturbed
radiosity evaluation has to be taken by a pestprocess while
the formula <10> is utilized. Latter on in the paper, we will
derive another method to allow the evaluation of perturbed
radiosity being performed at each iterative step in the process
of progressive refinement solution with a shooting way.
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Evaluation of Hji has been described in Section 2.1. We
now describe how to calculate t_he perturbed form-factors Fi)-.
2.3 Evaluation of Perturbed Form-Factor

Because the perturbation is small in comparison with the
size of perturbed patch, it is reasonable to suppose that the
index of visible patch preserved in pixels on imaginary
hemi-cube H M ( ~ . ) of patch i is not affected by perturbation.
In another word, the hemi-cube of P-patch i' is the same as
H M (I~i ).
Note that the portion of H M ( I ~ ) behind the P-patch i"
should be discarded when calculating perturbed diffuse
form-factor. So the perturbed hemi-cube H M (l~i') is the fxaction of HM(I~i) excluding the shadowed part (Fig. 3).

/ // /% / / // /
~/ / A I / 1 1
"\ / / I / / I /
,
A / ¥ /I/A
t V
/ 1 J/ AI,

patch i to the center of pixel P ;
de%

is the solid angle subtended by pixel p , and
it is independent of normal vector/~.

Similarly, the perturbed form-factor
perturbed hemi-cube H M (~.') :
F,.) =-!- E
where M'

;'' ~

can be evaluated by

d°°n

<13>

is the set of plxels covered by projection of
patch j on perturbed hemi-cube H M (1~').

Delta perturbed form-factor is :
~''R=~

de% / ~

<14>

Given/~', to calculate Fp for every pixel p on perturbed
henri-cube according to <14>, a dot product including three
multiplications and two additions, plus another multiplication
is required. The computation cost is therefore considerable.
ff the property of scan line coherence is utilized, the dot product will be reduced to an addition calculation. It still
requires an O ( n ) multiplication and art O ( n + p ) addition,
where n is the number of pixels on the hemi-cube H M (h~.)
and p , greater than 0.5n, is the number of pixels on the perturbed hemi-cube HM(I~.'). Because n is often very large,
the latter method is still inefficient. In the following, we propose an efficient method based on an idea similar to coordinate division, to decrease a large amount of computation.
Note that

Fig. 3

I~' " R'p =

Perturbed Hemi-cube

~_~ [(Rn'Ii)(Ik'?7")]

<15>

k=x,y ~

where / : = [ 1 0 0 l ,
Denote

The form-factor between patches i and j is [8]:

Fij = ~ j .

cos0i~r2cOs0jHIDijdAjdAi

wk = I~'1

By using the hemi-eube algorithm, Fq is evaluated from the
sum of delta form-factors:

FO = y . AF n
where AFn

is the delta form-factor associated with pixel
P on hemi-eube H M (1~);

M

is the set of hemi-cube pixels covered by
projection of patch j on hemi-cube H M (h~.);

-

where On

den

/'C

de% / ~

k=x,y,z

'

<12>

is the angle between the normal vector ~ and
the direction vector ffp from the center of the

<16>

and define the delta form-factors in three directions as:

A F ~ = ii~n I do,n / ~ ,

pEM

cos0p

/~=[0011.

<11>

3

AFn=

~=[010l,

k=x ,y ,z

<17>

AFp" = w~ AFn~ + w, A F ~ + w~ AFpz

<18>

We obtain the delta perturbed form-factor

which shows that in each item only wk (k=x,y,z) but AFpk
(k=x,y,z) depends on the normal vector N'. Thus, the perturbed form-factor

F,/ = E AF."
p~M'

p~M"

pcM'

pEM'
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= wx & /

+ w,

+ w, P,#"

<19>

By traversing the HM(~i), we obtain Fq~, Fib and Fq:,
the global summations of the delta form-factors in three
directions respectively. Fq,. Fi~ and Fig, are calculated only
once because they are equivalent for all the possible perturbed normal vectors. For a given perturbed normal vector
i f ' , the corresponding wx, w~ and w: are calculated from the
equation <16>. As shown in Fig. 3, the shadowed area is not
bigger than the area of perturbed henri-cube HM (1~'), therefore, to calculate Fi~, F ~ and Fi~, we only need calculate
the three abandoned summations of delta form-factors by
traversing the shadowed area, and substract these abandoned
summations from the corresponding global summations Fq~,
Fie and Fij, respectively. Finally, the perturbed form-factor
Fi) can be evaluated by <19>.
For

non-perturbed

w~ = wy = O, wz = 1,

patch,

Fij

is

~ " = f f = [0,0,1]
only
related

and
to

AFt=: Fig = ~,~'p,.

doq

dj

/ X l~)

di
di "

Fig. 5

Rotated Element

As shown in Fig. 5, by rotating the differential element di
onto the plane PL (di, ~ ' ) , a new differential element di" is
obtained, with the area dA['=dAt. The form-factor from
dAi to d&" is

pqM

Hg. 4a to 4f show a test example, produced by progressive
radiosity with 60 iterations. The resolution of henri-cube is
100 by 100. Fig. 4a took 92 seconds, without texture generation, and Fig. 4b. took 27 seconds of extra time for texture
generation (independent of iteration), with nine extra hemicubes built over the perturbed elements on the wrinkled surface of the green box on the table, and 16 directions (mentioned latter) sampled for the evaluation of perturbed formfactors by means of perturbed hemi-cube algorithm.

O~-

F,~)~. = cosOaim"2c°s0'~i dAi
So,
Fd~'-ai = coseji cos0~ cos0~
dAi
cosO~
~r 2

Plj-

- cose
-

cose~

Therefore,
1 r r cos0al

Obviously, the method above has been derived from the
view point of radiosity gathering, and can be readily applied
in the context of various radiosities such as standard radiosity[9], two-pass radiosity[20] or Shao's method[16], where
establishment of additional hemi-cube for perturbed patches is
unnecessary, therefore, the cost of texturing operation is low.

<20>

Similaxly, we can get
1 ~ , coseC,

AjFfi" = AiFij"
However, if the mentioned technique is to be applied to the
progressive radiosity method, additional form-factors should
be particularly calculated. Therefore, when the texture generation is to be performed at each iterative step, the cost will
become quite expensive unless the amount of perturbed
patches is small. This fact prohibits the technique above
from being effectively utilized in a complex environment
with progressive radiosity approach. Of course, the technique
could be used in a postprocess behind the termination of
refinement process, but in which case the advantage of progressive radiosity would have not been utilized for texturing
purpose. In that follows, we suggest an approximate bumpy
texture method based on the idea of radiosity shooting.
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According to the assumption of P-patch i" in previous section,
because the distance between the two patches is usually large
compared to their sizes, Fi~~ is a good approximation to Fi)
(the form factor from P-patch i" to shooting patch j). So,
equation <9> can be reformulated as
- n ..Fi)'" =

HJ~- J'Fq

Hi, Fj;
F:i

<21>

From <10><21>, we have

Bi'= E~ + k~"Pl rc~H~i

<22>

~

This equation has the desirable characteristics for progressive radiosity design. At each refinement step, the shooting
patch j selected may shoot its radiosity to other patches
including perturbed patches, say i in <22>. F~" and F/i are
evaluated at same time by the hemi-cube of shooting patch j .
By our intention of making use of hardware-assisted
hemi-cube technique for non-diffuse environment, F~" is
evaluated nnmerieally as:

F~'= Xtw, a~(i)
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figures shown in the paper, 16 directions were utilized.
While rendering the image, if the perturbed normal ~ ' at a
point is equal to an index/~,' of the perturbed radiosity map,
its perturbed radiosity can be evaluated by a bilinear interpolation from the radiosities B(I~/, lay) at patch vertices. Otherwise, an interpolation of the perturbed radiosities B (if', Pv)
from the adjacent sampled perturbed directions has to be performed at each vertex before the bilinear interpolation is carfled out.

qaQ

where Q

/~Fq

is the set of hemi-cube pixels covered by the
projection of patch i ;
is the standard form-factor related to pixel q.

¢Xq(i) is

coseC(q) if coseC(q) > 0, or
cosOl (q)
here 0;(q), O~(q) are the angles
normal /~', /~ respectively and
connecting the center of patch
center of pixel q.

0 otherwise;
between the
the direction
j with the

For the progressive radiosity method described in Section
2.1, we have implemented both <10> as a postprocess and
<22> as refinement processing for bump texture generation.
Fig. 4c shows the result of texture generation embodied in
the progressive radiosity solution using the latter method, performing the texture operation at each iterative shooting step.
The visual difference between Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c is hardly
perceptible. It took 113 seconds with 60 iterative steps.
Apparently, the latter method is particularly suitable for texture generation in a radiosity refinement procedure. It allows
users to have interactive control of texture generation in the
go-between steps. However, when the interactive generation
of texture is unnecessary, the former method by texture postprocess is preferable to the latter one, because it takes a constant time to produce texture at the end.
2.4

Sampling the Perturbed Normal Vector Space and

Such shading scheme
environment. Besides,

is

view-independent

for

diffuse

the perturbed radiosity map is
independent of perturbation functions. We may see in the test

example a different texture was produced in Fig. 4e using the
same perturbed radiosity map as the one in Fig. 4c. An
interesting result is shown in Fig. 4f, where the /~' came
from a cylinder fnnetion and a cylinder patch was generated
by our method combined with displacement map technique[l 1]. This fact indicates a potential application of
radiosity in the process of interactive control of curve simulation during art early stage of shape design. For a non-diffuse
textured surface, the specular component of illumination is
determined bu ray tracing postprocess.
Recently, Wallace et al.[21] and Baurn et al.[1] provided two
new methods for evaluating form-factors that eleminate the
aliasing of hemi-cube algorithm. The true surface normal of
receiving element is used in their form-factor algorithms for
diffuse environment. Therefore, it is possible for the perturbed radiosity map proposed in the paper to be established
using their methods for calculating perturbed form-factors.
For example, in Wallace's methodology, the perturbed formfactor from a source 2 to a perturbed differencial area dA 1 (
Fig. 6 ) is:

dFA

'~,"--~1 cosOlicosO2z

5,

2-dA l = dA 1

where

n

is

the number

~ri2 +

A 2In

of sample points on source 2

is 1 if sample point is visible to vertex 1, 0 if
occluded

Rendering
The perturbed radiosity is obtained :
All possible perturbed normal vectors form a hemi-sphere
space. In order to reduce the calculation and storage cost, we
discretize the herni-sphere space of perturbed directions. In
every sampled direction A~5', the perturbed radiosity
B (AT,',/Yv) at a vertex/Y, can be determined by the algorithm
previously mentioned, and stored in a perturbed radiosity map
indexed by /~s'- It is often sufficient to sample / ~ in 16
directions corresponding to E, NE, N, NW, W, SW, S and
SE for sun angle 0 ° and 45 °. The more the sample directions,
the more accurate the bumpy texture is. For all the colour

1

"

cos0~icos0~-

Bi = piB2A2--~Si
n s=l ~rtz + A z/n

Above equation can be evaluated by ray tracing algorithm,
and then the perturbed radiosity map at vertex 1 is established. However, the method by hemi-cube is advantageous
in two aspects. Firstly, as already shown in the paper, the
method for texture is able to be naturally incorporated into
our radiosity solution for non-diffuse environment while the
problem for the other methods in non-diffuse environment is
yet to be solved. In fact, introduction of specular
131
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irradiation(H~) derived from herni-cube has made it possible
to produce the texture accounting for specular reflection.
Secondly, the hemi-cube algorithm is suitable for hardware
implementation, and has high efficiency comparatively.

according to the size of the shadowed area. We get
N

~F~j _< 1. The summation of perturbed diffuse form-factors
j=l
is still not bigger than one. This technique has been used for
bump texturing in Figure 4d. Because perturbation is very
small, the self-illumination may be neglected.
4. Results

/__._ZaA

,vSaA;
(a)

Fig. 6

"0;
(b)

Geometry for a) Form-factor, b) Perturbed
Form-factor in Wallace's Methodology

3. Further Discussion

For different perturbation functions, the distribution of
radiant light energy from perturbed patches is different. Fortunately, the difference is usually very slight and can be
neglected. Therefore, it is reasonable to take the distribution
of non-perturbed radiant energy of patches in an environment
as an approximation of that of perturbed patches when calculating the contribution of radiosity from a perturbed patch to
the radiosity of other patches in the environment.
When considering so-called self-shadowing[14], the bump
cast of a part of a surface on nearby parts of the same surface, the "horizon mapping" technique is able to be improved
by the newly introduced perturbed herni-cube. Unfortunately,
the processing of self-shadowing will lead the cost of texturing computation to be increased by ninety percent or more.
We notice that the effect of self-shadowing in an
interreflectlon environment is often very weak, especially in
the case of surface light sources. In order to save computation and storage expense, the present algorithm has not taken
the self-shadowing into account like most of the other bump
mapping approaches[3] [5] [ 15].
Bumps may be illuminated by nearby parts of the surface
itself due to perturbation. This phenomenon is referred to as
self-illumination, in which case, perturbed form-factor Fi~ is
bigger than zero. If we build a global cube[13] perturbed
around patch i, the index of visible patches reserved in the
most of the pixels center-symrnetrized with the pixels in the
shadowed area ( Fig. 3 ) is i, the index of the perturbed
patch itself, as the bumpy height is very small. Therefore,
we can denote a value to the self-illuminated form-factor F~
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In Fig. 7a and b, a room has been rendered to show the
results in a non-diffuse environment. A very bright small
source
is
close
to
the
nearly
perfect
mirror(
ka = 0.07, k, = 0.93). The model contains 578 patches and
3327 elements including 229 perturbed elements and 194
non-diffuse elements. The image on the mirror and the fuzzy
image on the sphere(kd = 0.25, ks = 0.75) were produced in
the second pass of ray tracing based on the radiosity result
from the first pass. The resolution of hemi-cube is 150 by
150. The chessboard-like pattern on the floor and the painting
on the wall were generated by color texture mapping technique[9]. The image in Fig. 7a was generated by 30 iterative
steps. The texture on the right wall, produced using a random
perturbation function looks graceful and the texture on the
box is also perceptible due to the specular reflection. Fig. 7b
was rendered with 250 iterative steps in 14'31" and the effect
of specular reflection is more significant. The bump texture
on the box surface has been improved apparently due to more
perfect intelrreflection produced in comparison with Fig. 7a.
In Fig. 8, there are some thiner objects. The scene contains
832 patches and 5776 dements, with 122 perturbed elements
for the texture of the light blue curtain sampled at 16 directions, and 64 specular elements for the mirror. A finer resolution hemi-eube, 170 by 170, was utilized. The figure was
displayed after 200 solution steps in 12'52". Because the initial patch mesh on the mirror is less fine than in Fig. 7, there
is slight hemi-cube aliasing within the region of specular
reflection on the right-side wall.
We have also tested that, when images in Fig.7b and Fig.8
are produced without texture generation under the same conditions, their running time is 12'20" (Fig.7b) and 11'23"
(Fig.8) respectively. So the net time for texture generation is
2'11" and 1'29", or about 15% and 12% of the total time
respectively. The perturbed radiosity maps in Fig.7 and Fig.8
are calculated at each iterative step in the progressive
refinement radiosity method.
All figures were measured on SGI Personal IRIS 4D/20
workstation, with hardware-assisted implementation of hemicube algorithm.
5. Conclusion

~
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In sum, a bump mapping technique, by the perturbed
radiosity map has been proposed in radiosity solution for texture generation in non-diffuse environment. Separate algorithms have been provided for evaluation of the perturbed
form-factors to fit different radiosity methods. Consequently,
the texture processing is taken either as a postprocess or as a
refinement step, incorporated into the procedure of progressive radiosity solution.
The shading scheme based on the perturbed radiosity map is
view-independent, and the perturbed radiosity map is also
independent of the texturing perturbation function adopted.
The bump mapping technique has improved the visual realism of radiosity image and promoted the practical value of
radiosity solution.
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